


Each day, I have the privilege to work alongside a group of passionate people who carry on a tradition of excellence started 92 years ago with the dream of building the
world’s best boats. Since 1925 creating this dream has been a way of life for all of us here at Nautique, and we are proud to have played a part in so many special moments
on the water. 

A collective mindset to create industry-driving products defines a vision of progression that continues to see our boats pull athletes to greatness time and time again. Our Ski
Nautique 200 has pulled 22 world records and counting and our Super Air Nautique Series remains ahead of its time in performance and design. While amazing feats of
athletic achievement are impressive, the heart of it all is what these boats do for our customers every day. 

This brand is more than world-class boats alone. Nautique represents a legacy of generations on the water also dedicated to making the world a better place on land. Our
passion to give back has grown into our Nautique Cares initiatives that help others in our local community and around the world! 

Our product offering in 2017 takes the next step in delivering something for everyone with innovative new technology and designs that give you the quality and performance
you expect from a Nautique. 

Greg Meloon - President
Nautique Boat Company 

“...be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power.”
– Ephesians 6:10

A LEGACY OF GENERATIONS 
ON THE WATER 





















The experience of riding waves is so special that it creates something inside all of us that begs to continue the search for the ultimate experience. Modern technology turns
inland bodies of water into surf meccas behind Super Air Nautique boats equipped with the Nautique Surf System® (NSS) producing customizable waves on demand. Your
search is over and a lifetime of endless waves awaits you just beyond the platform. While you may do your best to explain it, you know the only way to truly appreciate the
art of wave riding is to stand up, let go, make every movement your own. 

THE ART OF WAVE RIDING
REDEFINED 
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The Nautique Surf System (NSS) with WAVEPLATE® technology is integrated
into the hull to engage on either side of the transom at surf speeds working
seamlessly with the running surface to create a larger wave with each pound
of ballast. Offering full adjustability, the WAVEPLATE extends outward and down
from the transom to intercept and redirect the flow of water forming a wave on
the opposite side of the boat that can be customized for every surfer. NSS al-
lows surfers to switch sides instantly without the need to offload ballast or people
and fine-tune the wave with variable settings that adjust steepness and shape
by controlling exactly how much the plate is engaged. 

TECHNOLOGY

The Nautique Surf System features total wave customization utilizing six set
points in our WAVEPLATE and six set positions on our NCRS. Thirty-six total
setting combinations allow you to adjust the water flow and attitude of the boat
to fine-tune the height, shape and length of the wave. 

CUSTOMIZATION

Controlling the NSS system is the simple press of a button. Integrated into our
Nautique LINC system, users have the ability to customize their settings on the
fly and save them into a stored personalized profile that automatically engages
your preferred speed, ballast settings, and WAVEPLATE position.

INTEGRATED CONTROL



Gone are the days of signaling to the driver so you can perfectly time your wave transfers. With the Nautique Surf Switch, you can easily switch from side to side at the
touch of a button. A handheld controller you can connect to your wrist, Nautique Surf Switch puts you in complete control so you can work on your frontside and backside
game whenever your heart desires.

CHANGING THE SURF WAVE IS
IN THE PALM OF YOUR HANDS 

NAUTIQUE 
SURF SWITCH
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12.4” touchscreen provides all the information you need right at your fingertips. Custom
configurations in the new switchboard feature puts information where you want it giving
you complete control in a beautiful, intuitive display. Never take your eyes off the action
with the Nautique Awareness Camera adding another view of your vessel right on your screen.

LINC PANORAY TOUCHSCREEN
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The Nautique Helm Command rotary controller puts every function within reach. Exclusively
engineered for the Super Air Nautique G and GS-series; Helm Command gives you total
control of the Nautique LINC system set just inches from the throttle. 

HELM COMMAND



With a new year comes new methods of improving your experience on the water. What JL Audio and Nautique have to offer for 2017 will not only take you to the next level
of ultimate sound, but will ensure that you will always be heard.

AUDIO ENGINEERED FOR 
EXCELLENCE
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Designed exclusively for the Super Air Nautique G23 and G25, Nautique and
JL Audio discovered an entirely new and unique level of studio quality sound
with JL WaveFront™ technology. A specially-tuned aperture at the base of the
windshield features JL 6.5” M-Series speakers that fill the cockpit with a rich,
full sound you have to hear to believe. 

JL WAVEFRONT

Enhance the experience behind your Nautique with JL M-Series 7.7” tower
speakers delivering a clear, broad range of sound. To raise your soundstage to
the next level, upgrade to our 8.8” tower speakers with integrated downlighting
to ensure you never miss a beat during your ride.

TOWER SPEAKERS

Enhance your sound with the optional M-Series Studio Elite package in your
Super Air Nautique G23 and G25 to pump up the bass with two 12” JL sub-
woofers powered by a 1000-watt JL marine amplifier.

LARGER SUBWOOFERS



    Born a rebellious departure from conventional boat
design, the Super Air Nautique Series is evolution
at the heart of where wake-sports are today. Our
belief in the idea that dedicated innovation will not
only achieve current vision, but continuously develop
it with the realization of monumental progression,
keeps us moving forward. In 2017 we bring you this
vision refined, capturing the wild spirit that brought
us this far in models that give you everything no
matter how you choose to spend your day on the
water. 

THE WILD SPIRIT 
OF PROGRESSION

GS20  GS22  G23  G25  G21  210  230
SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE SERIES
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Introducing the Super Air Nautique GS20: The most innovative multi-sport boat to ever hit
the water! The FIRST-EVER GS20 blends masterful, award-winning designs from both the
undisputed industry-leading G-Series and the world-record setting Ski Nautique Series. This
ultimate 20-foot boat is sure to be a crowd-pleaser for everyone. 

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE GS20
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LENGTH OVERALL: 20’ (6.10 m)

LENGTH WITH PLATFORM: 22’ 1” (6.73 m)

LIFTING RING SPACING: 18’ 4.75” (5.61 m)

BEAM: 100” (2.54 m)

DRAFT: 27” (0.69 m)

APPROX DRY WEIGHT*: 4,500 lbs (2,041 kg)

FUEL CAPACITY: 39 gal (147.6 l)

MAX CAPACITY: 12 People 1,850 lbs (839 kg)

HORSEPOWER RANGE: 400HP - 355HP - 450HP

TORQUE: 400 ft/lb - 405 ft/lb - 465 ft/lb

GEAR REDUCTION RATIO: 1.48:1

MAX FACTORY BALLAST: 1,850 lbs (839 kg)

*Dry weight represents a boat equipped with all factory installed options, minus fuel.

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE GS20
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The newest addition to a family that knows no limits is here! The Super Air Nautique GS22
expands on the idea of uncompromised versatility realized in an all-new series of boats ready
for adventure. Embark on a journey with endless possibilities in twenty-two feet tailor-made
for absolutely everything. 

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE GS22
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LENGTH OVERALL: 22’ (6.70 m)

LENGTH WITH PLATFORM: 24’ 1.5” (7.35 m)

LIFTING RING SPACING: 20’ 7.75” (6.29 m)

BEAM: 100” (2.54 m)

DRAFT: 27.6” (0.70 m)

APPROX DRY WEIGHT*: 4,750 lbs (2,155 kg)

FUEL CAPACITY: 51 gal (193 l)

MAX CAPACITY: 15 People 2,200 lbs (998 kg)

HORSEPOWER RANGE: 400HP - 355HP - 450HP

TORQUE: 400 ft/lb - 405 ft/lb - 465 ft/lb

GEAR REDUCTION RATIO: 1.48:1

MAX FACTORY BALLAST: 2,250 lbs (1,021 kg)

*Dry weight represents a boat equipped with all factory installed options, minus fuel.

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE GS22
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The Super Air Nautique G23 leaves nothing to be desired as rapid progression follows in
its wakes leaving all others behind. An era defined by challenging our imagination is here
and with nothing left to prove we stand alone to compete only with ourselves. Refinement
throughout a boat that has achieved the pinnacle of greatness comes together as performance,
technology, and style become an art form.

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE G23
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LENGTH OVERALL: 23’ (7.01 m)

LENGTH WITH PLATFORM: 25’ 3” (7.70 m)

LIFTING RING SPACING: 21’ 6.25” (6.56 m)

BEAM: 102” (2.59 m)

DRAFT: 25” (0.64 m)

APPROX DRY WEIGHT*: 5,900 lbs (2,676 kg)

FUEL CAPACITY: 65 gal (246.1 l)

MAX CAPACITY: 16 People 2,500 lbs (1,134 kg)

HORSEPOWER RANGE: 450HP - 550HP

TORQUE: 465 ft/lb - 545 ft/lb

GEAR REDUCTION RATIO: 2.0:1

MAX FACTORY BALLAST: 2,850 lbs (1,293 kg)

*Dry weight represents a boat equipped with all factory installed options, minus fuel.

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE G23
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The Super Air Nautique G25 takes the legendary G-Series platform to a place that leaves
nothing behind while leaving everything else in its wake. Built on a dream that brings everyone
along, experiences on the water only get better when shared. Large waterways are open for
endless adventure so grab everyone, get in, and GO!

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE G25
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LENGTH OVERALL: 25’ (7.62 m)

LENGTH WITH PLATFORM: 27’ 3” (8.31 m)

LIFTING RING SPACING: 26’ 6.25” (7.17 m)

BEAM: 102” (2.59 m)

DRAFT: 25” (0.64 m)

APPROX DRY WEIGHT*: 6,400 lbs (2,903 kg)

FUEL CAPACITY: 83 gal (314.2 l)

MAX CAPACITY: 19 People 2,800 lbs (1,270 kg)

HORSEPOWER RANGE: 450HP - 550HP

TORQUE: 465 ft/lb - 545 ft/lb

GEAR REDUCTION RATIO: 2.0:1

MAX FACTORY BALLAST: 2,850 lbs (1,293 kg)

*Dry weight represents a boat equipped with all factory installed options, minus fuel.

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE G25
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The Super Air Nautique G21 is without boundaries bringing twenty-one feet of award-winning
G-Series performance with every pull. Unmatched in the ability to transform the wake and
wave into perfection for every rider, the G21 specializes in fine-tuning every detail. Put your
perception of size on a new level in a boat that packs everything you want into just what you
need. 

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE G21
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LENGTH OVERALL: 21’ 6” (6.55 m)

LENGTH WITH PLATFORM: 23’ 9” (7.24 m)

LIFTING RING SPACING: 20’ 1.75” (6.41 m)

BEAM: 102” (2.59 m)

DRAFT: 25” (0.64 m)

APPROX DRY WEIGHT*: 5,550 lbs (2,517 kg)

FUEL CAPACITY: 46.5 gal (176 l)

MAX CAPACITY: 14 People 2,200 lbs (998 kg)

HORSEPOWER RANGE: 355HP - 450HP - 550HP

TORQUE: 405 ft/lb - 465 ft/lb - 545 ft/lb

GEAR REDUCTION RATIO: 2.0:1

MAX FACTORY BALLAST: 2,850 lbs (1,293 kg)

*Dry weight represents a boat equipped with all factory installed options, minus fuel.

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE G21
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The Super Air Nautique 210 takes a purist’s approach to honoring the continued progression
of this trend-setting wake boat. Incorporating new technology and design continues the rise
of a legend that has seen us through from the beginning. Igniting a passion for wake-sports
that rages beyond what we imagined, every set will remind you that individuality is freedom
living on the edge.

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE 210
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LENGTH OVERALL: 21’ (6.40 m)

LENGTH WITH PLATFORM: 23’ 3.5” (7.10 m)

LIFTING RING SPACING: 19’ 5” (5.92 m)

BEAM: 98” (2.49 m)

DRAFT: 28” (0.71 m)

APPROX DRY WEIGHT*: 4,200 lbs (1,905 kg)

FUEL CAPACITY: 37 gal (140.1 l)

MAX CAPACITY: 12 People 1,850 lbs (839 kg)

HORSEPOWER RANGE: 400HP - 355HP - 450HP

TORQUE: 400 ft/lb - 405 ft/lb - 465 ft/lb

GEAR REDUCTION RATIO: 1.48:1

MAX FACTORY BALLAST: 1,750 lbs (794 kg)

*Dry weight represents a boat equipped with all factory installed options, minus fuel.

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE 210
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Let the Super Air Nautique 230 lead you on a path to the realization of what you truly want in
a wake boat. From the rigorous demands of competition to the simplicity of pure enjoyment
on the water, the 230 accepts the challenge to perform without hesitation. The route to finding
yourself begins here, so put the throttle down and embrace the journey!

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE 230
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LENGTH OVERALL: 23’ 1.5” (7.05 m)

LENGTH WITH PLATFORM: 25’ 4.5” (7.73 m)

LIFTING RING SPACING: 21’ 5” (6.53 m)

BEAM: 100.5” (2.55 m)

DRAFT: 29” (0.74 m)

APPROX DRY WEIGHT*: 4,650 lbs (2,109 kg)

FUEL CAPACITY: 47 gal (177.9 l)

MAX CAPACITY: 15 People 2,300 lbs (1,043 kg)

HORSEPOWER RANGE: 400HP - 355HP - 450HP

TORQUE: 400 ft/lb - 405 ft/lb - 465 ft/lb

GEAR REDUCTION RATIO: 1.48:1

MAX FACTORY BALLAST: 2,100 lbs (953 kg)

*Dry weight represents a boat equipped with all factory installed options, minus fuel.

SUPER AIR NAUTIQUE 230
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The Ski Nautique name transcends language, recog-
nized worldwide as the pinnacle of performance in
the waterski world. Molded throughout the years
with the hands and hearts of legends, tradition
meets cutting-edge technology throughout a lineage
dedicated to pushing limits, producing smiles,
and breaking records.

MOLDED BY 
LEGENDS

200 OPEN BOW  200 CLOSED BOW
SKI NAUTIQUE SERIES
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Bring world-record breaking performance to your day on the lake with family and friends
in the Ski Nautique 200 - Open Bow. Whether you’re chasing your dreams or inspiring
those who have just started a lifetime on the water; realize your full potential every set with
proven perfection. 

SKI NAUTIQUE 200 - OPEN BOW
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LENGTH OVERALL: 20’ (6.10 m)

LENGTH WITH PLATFORM: 21’ 10” (6.65 m)

LIFTING RING SPACING: 18’ 10” (5.73 m)

BEAM: 95” (2.41 m)

DRAFT: 22” (0.56 m)

APPROX DRY WEIGHT*: 2,850 lbs (1,293 kg)

FUEL CAPACITY: 27 gal (102.1 l)

MAX CAPACITY: 9 People 1,450 lbs (658 kg)

HORSEPOWER RANGE: 400HP - 355HP - 450HP

TORQUE: 400 ft/lb - 405 ft/lb - 465 ft/lb

GEAR REDUCTION RATIO: 1.23:1

*Dry weight represents a boat equipped with all factory installed options, minus fuel.

SKI NAUTIQUE 200 - OB
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The Ski Nautique 200 - Closed Bow honors tradition while progressively taking a step forward
to deliver record-breaking results. True three-event performance can only be achieved through
attention to detail and an understanding of what it takes to break into uncharted territory.
Developed among legends, the Ski Nautique 200 is a true testament to precision inspired by
an obsession of excellence. 

SKI NAUTIQUE 200 - CLOSED BOW
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LENGTH OVERALL: 20’ (6.10 m)

LENGTH WITH PLATFORM: 21’ 10” (6.65 m)

LIFTING RING SPACING: 18’ 10” (5.73 m)

BEAM: 95” (2.41 m)

DRAFT: 22” (0.56 m)

APPROX DRY WEIGHT*: 2,850 lbs (1,293 kg)

FUEL CAPACITY: 27 gal (102.1 l)

MAX CAPACITY: 7 People 1,450 lbs (658 kg)

HORSEPOWER RANGE: 400HP - 355HP - 450HP

TORQUE: 400 ft/lb - 405 ft/lb - 465 ft/lb

GEAR REDUCTION RATIO: 1.23:1

*Dry weight represents a boat equipped with all factory installed options, minus fuel.

SKI NAUTIQUE 200 - CB
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For over 92 years Nautique has built a reputation on the quality of our products and the integrity of our word. True value is created in each precious
moment you spend on the water in our boats and we want to ensure you have the best ownership experience possible. When you join the Nautique
family, you can rest easy knowing that we take care of our own backing your boat with the Nautique 5-Year Transferable Warranty.*

A REPUTATION BUILT ON
QUALITY AND INTEGRITY 

*Nautique warrants to the original user or purchaser, whichever comes first, that each new Nautique boat, as originally manufactured by Nautique, shall under normal authorized use be free of defect in material and workmanship for a
period of five (5) years or 500hrs from the date of delivery (whichever comes first). This warranty applies to factory-installed components including boat parts, options or other components not manufactured by Nautique Boat Company.
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Nautique customers demand the “best in class” boat and that means power from an engine that utilizes the latest technology and delivers outstanding performance and
incomparable reliability. For over 40 years, PCM has delivered the engines to satisfy that demand. PCM’s serious, obsessive - borderline fanatical - approach and philosophy
to building engines that outperform the competition in every way is embodied in their concept of Hyperformance. Hyperformance is the commitment to the idea that every
component, piece, and part of the engine contributes to the overall performance. No other boat and engine manufacturer can offer you the combined confidence for high
quality performance whether your desire is to waterski, wakeboard, wakesurf, wakeskate, or just spend quality family time on a Nautique.

THE NEXT GENERATION OF
PERFORMANCE 



2017 ENGINE LINEUP
ZR4 – Providing incredible power while remaining fuel efficient and super quiet for an amazingly
smooth ride.

H5DI – The new standard in marine propulsion, the H5DI, delivers the performance that
watersports enthusiasts desire while providing the efficiency to match.

H6DI – With class-leading Horsepower, Torque, and Overall Performance, the H6DI propels
you to watersports enjoyment beyond reach of the competition.

XR7 – The XR Supercharged engine offers more force to power through the perfect day on
the water.

XS7 – The ultimate Supercharged engine for the watersports enthusiast who wants extreme
performance with aesthetic appeal.

CATANIUM® CLEAN EMISSION SYSTEM
PCM’s exclusive, patented CATANIUM Clean Emission System (CES) is advanced catalyst technology.
CATANIUM CES, greatly reduces harmful emissions and dangerous carbon monoxide, creating a
cleaner, safer marine environment. 

VORTEX COOLING SYSTEM
Proper cooling is vital to the life and durability of any marine engine.  Years of experience have led to
the most advanced marine engine raw water pump, which was specially designed by PCM for water
sports applications.  The result is the     ultimate in cooling and lasting durability.

FUEL CONTROL CELL
PCM’s patented precision fuel delivery and filtration system, the Fuel Control Cell (FCC), ensures
that the engine always has a constant supply of fuel and has the best fuel protection in the industry.
The conveniently mounted multi-pump reservoir provides unmatched reliability, and with two 10-Micron
fuel filters/water separators, the FCC out performs the competition’s “in tank” pump system in
every way.

POWER PLUS TRANSMISSIONS
PCM’s Power Plus 40 series transmissions were the revolutionary innovation that set the standard
for inboard transmission design.  PCM’s New Power Plus 80 series transmissions have been designed
to handle the torque and horsepower of the future. Whether it be an in-line or a v-drive application,
the Power Plus 80 series delivers the smoothest and quietest shifting and operation in the industry.  

POWER PLUS V-DRIVE
PCM is the first manufacturer to design a V-Drive propulsion system specifically for the unique demands
of wakeboard boats. The Power Plus V-Drive’s compact design allows for more below deck space
(i.e. ballast), along with increased room in the interior. The through-shaft design makes service and
realignment simple.

THROUGH CONSTANT DESIGN INNOVATIONS,
PCM HAS BROUGHT NUMEROUS EXCLUSIVE
FEATURES AND BENEFITS THAT ARE NOT FOUND
ON COMPETING ENGINES.
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If your summer breeze comes from the coast and saltwater channels are your gateway to adventure, the Nautique Coastal Edition is created for you. Corrosion-resistant
features throughout this package of saltwater protection take your Nautique anywhere, from intracoastal cruising to the perfect tropical getaway.

YOUR GATEWAY TO 
  ADVENTURE



All Nautique Coastal Edition boats feature a PCM Coastal Engine available from
355hp to our most powerful 550hp. Each engine is equipped with high perform-
ance heads and PCM's exclusive HO exhaust system. The platinum tip spark
plugs and premium cooling system along with the stainless steel components on
the legendary PCM mounting system stretches maintenance intervals into years.
The bullet-proof components and hardware are designed with PCM Coastal SURE
COAT protective coatings to successfully endure the rigors of saltwater use.

COASTAL ENGINES BY PCM

Nautique’s saltwater-resistant package features a sealed steering cable with
stainless steel steering tube, zinc sacrificial anodes, stainless steel gas shocks,
anodized aluminum structural components and our durable, textured Flight Con-
trol Tower® finish. Enjoy the user-friendly and intuitive Navionics® GPS mapping
and chart plotting capabilities as well as multiple displays through the Nautique
LINC System. Our water management system keeps vital components dry with
a drip tray over the engine and channels throughout the boat leading to scup-
pers that redirect saltwater outside the boat. 

WITHSTAND THE DEMANDS
OF SALTWATER USE
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